
 When Gerbils Attack- A Weird, Wacky, and Potentially Dangerous Tale.  

Stage entrance: Instruments assembled. 8 different Characters/parts  
Narrator, Mr fluffy, Mr. Cutie, Dr. Oggle, Tickles Junction, Lama Queen, Ummmmm, O people 
(can be as many perfomers in class).  
 Note: any speaking line can be converted in Narrator if the performer cannot be heard as easily 
(via mic situation or shyness). Preferred if all actors are also playing their instrument. Costumes 
are encouraged but, make sure they don’t interfere with playing instrument and or leave any 
residue.  

[Mahler parody; Man Eating Gerbils…. Play the Mahler in a round then orchestra sings 
together while playing the baseline]  

Man Eating	 Man Eating 
Gerbils	 Gerbils 
Taking over O Town	 Taking over O Town 
Enslaving us in Globes	 Enslaving us in Globes 

(Over mic the narrator speaks)  
The great Dr. Oggle Boggle Sliminheimer lives in O world that used to be a place 
that llamas would run free and the O people were happy. He is a great scientist that 
can communicate through elaborate dances 
 Action: Orchestra all dances in their own special way 
The dr is trying to signal the queen head llama, Mrs. Sparkles, with their dance of 
communication. If we can get their help we would be able to defeat Mr. Cutie and 
his evil sidekick Dr. Fluffy Cupcake Man. They make us run around in these Gerbil 
Globes to make energy for them to rule O world. I must admit they are rather cute 
but man they are control freaks.  

[Scotland’s Burning parody: Mr. Cutie (Man Eating Gerbils)] 
Mister Cutie	 Man Eating Gerbil 
Is so cute that no one expected  
Him To be so Mean and brutal 
Mister Cutie is our ruler 

Narrator: Here we see the evil sidekick speaking to his boss Mr. Cutie.  
Mr. Fluffy says “I feel a disturbance in the force”  
Mr. Cutie responds in his Gerbilese.  
Dr. Fluffy says “You’re right….Someone is dancing our Attraction dance.  
And they were right Dr. Oggle’s dance was Hitting the wrong target.  
Mr. Cutie and Dr. Fluffy now are approaching the O People in an attraction trance 
that cannot be stopped…. 
Mr. Cutie: speaks Gerbilese like he is so attracted he cannot help but to follow the 
vibrations. 
  

ACTION: Walk towards Dr. Oggle like they are attracted.  



Dr. Fluffy: Why it’s one of our enslaved O people that is dancing our most sacred 
dance!  

ACTION: Two Gerbils approach the O people like they are in love  
O people: “O…O…..O….O”  
Dr. Oggle: Oh No! I must have danced the wrong dance, now I have got this man 
eating gerbil hitting on me.  

[Sunshine of your love parody] 
(Riff in D)  

Dr. Oggle Boggle sliminheimer  
Dr. Oggle Boggle sliminheimer 

(Riff in G)  
We are attracted to you  
We are attracted  

(Riff back to D) 
Chorus: We’ve been walking so long 
To find out who dancing  
Attraction of our love 

Jam session over verse  
Sing another chorus 

SOUND EFFECTS: Outer space sounds, bow between strings 

Coolest Guy on the planet Tickles Junction: (To sidekick) Ummm (like he’s trying 
to remember name, ACTION: make an “oh well” shrug) I think our interplanetary 
hover boards are not going so well. I think that really cool planet of O is near. Let’s 
stop there and hang daddy O.  

Ummm: (Mouths words but no sound and only bowed bridge sound is made) 

ACTION: the two heroes see Dr. Oggle 

Dr. Oggle: Can you help us? We need to get word to the Llama Queen. They have a 
magical cupcake that will set us free.  

[Shortnin’ bread parody] 
O’s little people need magic cupcakes 
Magical cupcakes set us free 
Head Queen Llama Mrs. Sparkles 
Has the cakes to set us free  

Coolest Guy: Ummm (same acting as before) Didn’t we see a bunch of llamas 
coming in? If you help me and my trusty sidekick Ummm (same action) fix our hover 
boards we would be cool to take you to the llamas. 



Dr. Oggle: I can fix it! I know all the sciences. The laws of motion, quantum physics, 
gravity, herpatology, The laws of llamacorns with rainbow mustaches……..but this 
requires ………The Laws of Awesome! 

SOUND EFFECTS: Hug the bass  

Llama Queen: Oh, hi Dr. Oggle, who are these people?  

Dr. Oggle: This is the coolest guy on the planet, and his trusty side kick Ummm 
(same acting as before). Can you give us your magical cupcake to defeat Mr. Cutie? 

Llama Queen: Oh I was wondering why you O’s were all in those globes. I thought 
it was some kind of new exercise craze? Here is the magical cupcake.  

Dr. Oggle: Now we can defeat him!  

[Another one bites the dust parody] 
Mr. Cutie makes mistake 
Mr. Cutie bites cupcake 
Mr. Cutie bites down, Mr. Cutie goes down 
No More Gerbil hate!  
Hooray for the Laws of Awesome! And magic cupcakes!  
O magic cupcake 
No more gerbil hate, O magic cupcake 
No more gerbil hate, O magic cupcake 
No more gerbil hate, O magic cupcake 
No more gerbil hate, O magic cupcake


